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ALLAH IS CLEAN AND LOVES CLEANLINESS
Qur’an?”, they replied “We use water to clean
ourselves off any impurity.” 3
Dear Believers!
On top of every good and nicety comes being
healthy, and being healthy requires being clean.
Today epidemics wander the earth, just as in the
past. Viruses that threaten all corners of the world
cause mass casualties.
The Prophet Muhammad (saw) advises,
“Know the value of your health before an illness.” 4

Honorable Muslims!
Cleanliness,

which

is

one

of

the

most

fundamental qualities of Muslims, denotes having a
clean body, clothes free from dirt, as well as a peaceful
heart. Therefore, the Prophet Muhammad explains
the relation between cleanliness on the outside and
faith in heart as follows, “Cleanliness makes up half of
the faith.” 1
People who are not clean and who wear
unclean clothes, have disorderly hair and beard, and

Sometimes we fail to heed this warning of him. We
happen to better understand the value of having a
healthy body only after we lose our health. However,
it is our duty to live cleanly and protect our health.
We need to take our precaution and then rely on
Allah the Almighty for the rest. Let us not forget
that our Prophet (saw) says, “Allah is good, loves
what is good; He is clean, loves cleanliness; He is
generous, loves generosity.” 5

untidy homes although they have the necessary means
to clean themselves are not only not welcome by other
people but also by Allah (swt). This is because it is
only possible through being clean to duly worship
Allah and obtain His approval.
Dear Muslims!
Allah’s love encompasses clean, pure, and
pious people. In this respect, it is stated in the Holy
Qur’an, “...A mosque founded on righteousness from
the first day is more worthy for you to stand in.
Within it are men who love to purify themselves; and
Allah loves those who purify themselves.” 2
When Prophet Muhammad asked the people of
Quba’, praised in the above verse, “How do you
purify yourselves that Allah praises you in the
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